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The illustrious ye
Ifs like Cliffs Notes for your economics class.
At least that*s what the Standard Deviants, a group

oftwentysomething comedians/teachers from the CerebellumCorporation make it sound like when theywarn
you at the beginning of"The Dlustrious Yet Elusive
World of Microeconomics" that the videotape is only a
supplement to a regular micro class.

Unfortunately, the tape comes across as more elusivethan illustrious.
The Deviants' purpose is to provide a primer or

companion to a regular economics class, so one would
expect supplemental explanations, constructive help
in understanding economics or a lighter approach to
a topic that, at times, can be very heavy.

Instead ofbeing a tool to help ease economics along,
however, The Illustrious World" is a dumbing-down
of an economic class, a kind of Sesame Street for colHeeee
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lege students. Very short comedy skits (10 to 20 sec

onds at most) interrupt the various members of the
group, who are standing in front ofa book shelftalk
ing to you about economics. Every few seconds the
camera will flip to another Deviant who's droning of
economic facts just like...well, just like your econom
ics professor.

Added to the mix are computer-generated illus
trations ofkey words and phrases in economics; the
pictures pop up all over the screen at random inter
vals.
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Every couple of minutes a speaking Deviant might "

decide to throw in a silly face or change his or her voice \
like some kind of demented Roger Rabbit to somehow *

emphasize the point he or she was making. L
I actually felt pretty foolish watching the Deviants Q

try to preach economics. I felt like four older siblings
were patronizingly explaining simple concepts that

,
needed no explanation, and I felt like someone thought,
"Hey, these Generation X kids grew up on television,

k so we'll take some money from them and toss some

p economic facts their way."
The Standard Deviants are doing the exact same

thing your economics professor is doing, but they're using
silly examples, funny faces and strange voices. Save

k your money; maybe you could use it to take your eco[
nomics professor to lunch and ask him some questions
about the topic, rather than learning from a videotape.
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